The culture of design.

Our world shapes our behavior—and that in turn impacts how we live in our most personal spaces. As the world becomes a little less predictable and Millennials start making their own set of rules, our design trends move to reflect the shift in our culture.
Art Deco Revival

Consumer confidence is driving a trend towards luxe materials without being ostentatious. Art Deco Revival focuses on design details that go beyond the basics yet still feel refined. Look for artistic touches such as inlays and embellishments.
I FELL IN LOVE HERE
Semi Precious Stones and Jeweled Colors

1. **GLASS BLOX**
   - GLASS
   - G040 Purple Zing

Metallic Inlays and Mosaics

2. **SIDEVIEW GLASS**
   - GLASS
   - SV03 Gold

Mirrored Glass Tiles

3. **SIDEVIEW GLASS**
   - GLASS
   - SV02 Silver

Black and White Combos

4. **YIN + YANG**
   - NATURAL STONE
   - YY03 Snow Flower

5. **YIN + YANG**
   - NATURAL STONE
   - YY04 Black Dragon

Heavily Veined Marble and Stone Looks

6. **CAVA**
   - LAMINAM BY CROSSVILLE®
   - F0372 Noir Desir Polished

Exotic Woods

7. **CONVERGENCE**
   - GLASS
   - CON07 Currant
Millennials are seeking to recreate their world travel experiences in their homes and workplaces—and are influencing multiple generations to do the same. We’ll see Boho chic become refined with a simpler, more cohesive look, and inclusion is key.
Highly Textural Fabric Looks

1. **BOHEMIA**
   - PORCELAIN STONE
   - BHM01 Free Spirit

Cotto and Concrete

2. **ARGENT**
   - PORCELAIN STONE
   - A1414 Carnegie Cool

3. **I NATURALI**
   - LAMINAM BY CROSSVILLE®
   - L5253 Pietra Di Savoia Antracite

Terra Cottas

4. **FOKOS**
   - LAMINAM BY CROSSVILLE®
   - L4496/L3915 Terra

Black and Cream

5. **PHYSICS**
   - PORCELAIN STONE
   - PHY01 Boson

6. **PHYSICS**
   - PORCELAIN STONE
   - PHY05 Quark

Bold Geometric Patterns

7. **HANDWRITTEN**
   - WALL TILE
   - HWR01 Unscripted

8. **HANDWRITTEN**
   - WALL TILE
   - HWR08 Love Letter

9. **HANDWRITTEN**
   - WALL TILE
   - HWR09 Inkwell
Comfortably Content

Well-being, community and family are being prioritized right now. Staying in is the new going out, with group activities such as cooking and board games as preferred forms of entertainment over partying. Look for handmade, authentic and organic items for those who nestle at home.
Light and Whitewashed Woods

1. **JAVA JOINT**
   - PORCELAIN STONE
   - JAV01 Two Sugars

2. **NEST**
   - PORCELAIN STONE
   - NBC03 Blissful Mosaic

Bold Wall Textures

3. **SIMPATICO**
   - WALL TILE
   - LWT02 Botanic

Linen and Cotton Fabric Looks

4. **RECLAMATION**
   - PORCELAIN STONE
   - AV271 Cotton Exchange

Soapstone

5. **ALTERED STATE**
   - PORCELAIN STONE
   - AV342 Steel Gaze

Soft Colors

6. **GLASS BLOX**
   - GLASS
   - G019 Clear Sky

7. **GLASS BLOX**
   - GLASS
   - G057 Sunrise

Handmade Matte Tiles

8. **STATE OF GRACE**
   - PORCELAIN STONE
   - GRC01 State of Grace
Flamboyantly Flemish

Society is introspective with feelings of both dissatisfaction and optimism, causing people to seek restful colors as a way to calm jangled nerves. These colors and elements found in Dutch Old Master paintings reflect deep thoughts along with a bright and sometimes flamboyant, joyful flair.
Inky, Rich Colors Including Woods

1. **BOHEMIA**
   - PORCELAIN STONE
   - BHMO6 Wanderer

2. **MOONSTRUCK**
   - PORCELAIN STONE
   - AV305 Apollo

Parquet Looks

3. **NEST**
   - PORCELAIN STONE
   - NBC07 Meditative Mosaic

Old World Fabric Influences (Velvet, Silk and Lace)

4. **SETA**
   - LAMINAM BY CROSSVILLE®
   - F7467 Oro

Floral Motifs

5. **SHADES BY CROSSVILLE**
   - PORCELAIN STONE
   - SBC2 Shine
Follow Us

Looking for more inspiration?

Follow us for unique content and design ideas. You can also search for each design trend on our Pinterest boards.
Featured Tiles are Available at

crossvilleinc.com